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SuChin Pak, an MTV news correspondent, was the keynote speaker at the political science symposium f.,1onday. She stressed.the importance of the youth vote in the 2008 election.

THE YOUNGER SIDE OF

"l' ")

SuChin Pak talks race, politics
and role of youth at symposium

q
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JEFF WEINER
Contributing Writer

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

FAMOUS COMPOSER
HOLDS CONCERT AT
REFLECTING POND

~ i)

World famous composer and musician,
David Amram, will be performing a
concertThursday at 7 p.m.atthe
Reflecting Pond.The event is rree and
open to the public. For more information
contact chinshaw@mail.ucf.edu.
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CRIST SAYS HE CAN BACK
. TAX SWAP HEADED FOR
NOVEMBER BALLOT
Gov. Charlie Crist says he can back a
proposed tax swap that appears
headed for the November ballot. But he
wants to see the final version before
giving a firm commitment.The Taxation
and Budget Reform Commission has
approved the proposal.

NATIPN & WORLD, A4

CLINTON LIKENS ·
HERSELF TO LEGENDARY
FILM BOXER ROCKY
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton says she
has something in common with
legendary film boxer Rocky Balboa she's not a quitter. She referenced the ·
scene set on the steps of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
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MTV news correspondent and former Video Music Awards
. co-host SuChin Pak served as keynote speaker for the Lou Frey
Institute of Politics and Government's annual political science
symposium on Monday.
Pak capped the daylong event, titled "The Road to the White
House: Tough Choices," with a conversation about American
politics, race in America and the importance of the youth vote in
1
the 2008 election.
Despite the range of topics discussed, Pak made the central
theme of her speech clear: 'Will the election be decided by the
youth vote?"
Pak attacked the common idea that young voters lack the
interest or energy to participate in politk~.
''Young people suffer from a lack of access," Pak said. "The
stereotype that .y oung people are apathetic is completely outdat. ed."
Throughout her speech, Pak stressed the importance of participation in politics, not just for young people but for all citizens. '
"In zoos; I'm surprised and pleased to see a return to the good
old-fashioned idea that political engagement is about being a
part of something bigger than ourselves," Pak said "Through
political participation, we want to change the old-fashioned way,
PLEASE SEE

PAK ON AS

I

SuChin Pak joined MTV News as a correspondent ih May 2001. Since then,
she has co-hosted MTV's pre-Grammy show and has covered the MTV Video
Music Awards, MTV Movie Awards and the Sundance Film Festival. As a
correspondent for MTV Daily News, she has interviewed Mariah Carey, ·
Justin Timberlake, P. Diddy, George Lucas, Jane's Addiction, Mary J. Blige,
Billy Idol, Fred Durst and TLC, just to name a few. Pak also nabbed an
exclusive sit-down interview with pop queen Britney Spears for All Eyes on
Britney Spears in fall 2003.
·
Beyond the world of entertainment, Pak was an integral part of MTV's
2004 Choose or Lose campaign, which sought to get 20 million young
eople to vote, and has covered major news events for MTV.
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Staff Writer

The Lou Frey Institute of
Politics and Government held
a discussion on America's
future in a war environment
miMonday.
The 11th annual symposium, titled "The Road to the
White House: Tough Choices," incJuded officials from
both UCF and the nation dis-

9JSSing the future of the war
on terror and America's place
on the world stage.
"One of the themes is to
look at challenges domestically and internationally that all
of us are facing globally," said
Robert Bledsoe, professor
emeritus of political science
and the symposium's moderator.
Political science associate
professor Drew Lanier said

UCF students could help
cure heart attack patients,
intern at the United Nations
or spend their days managing
private golf clubs if they
choose one of UCF's three
new degrees.
The UCF Board of
Tiustees has approved a new
master's in the biotechnology
program, a golf and club
man~gement major and an
international and global
studies major.
·Toe
golf and
club
management program is the
fourth major for· the Rosen
College of Hospitality Management and not only
explores the golf industry but
also includes-yacht, city, military and athletic clubs, Rosen
assistant professor Jill Fjelstul
said.
Fjelstul said professionals
from the private golf club
industry have come to the
Rosen College looking for students.
''In the private club atmos. phere, it's so much about the
social side, all the amenities,
all the guest services," Fjelstul
said
Fjelstul said the new major
will offer classes in club man. agement, golf event, food and
beverage, leadership and others.
A new international and
global studies major will also
be added to the catalogue.
"It was. an easy program,
because we created a track in
international studies four
years ago, and it's been growing," said Roger Handberg,
chair of the Department of
Political Science.
Handberg said the major
will be different because it will
. require students to take two
years of a foreign language.
This program also encourages
study abroad to help students
learn more languages than
just English. Handberg said
Handberg said students
from UCF have already had
CIA-supported study abroad
programs iri China, internships with the U.N. and inter-

;

Offic1als debate terrorism, _security at political symposiq.m
NATALIE COSTA

StaffWriter

the event was targeted at high
school and college students.
"[The intent is to] educate
our audience broadly about
political issues," he said
Speakers for the "Views
from Both Sides of the Aisle:
What SHOULD the President
Do From Here?" session
included Lewis M Oliver ill,
chairman ofthe Orange CounT
ty Republican Executive Committee, and Lou Frey, the
! i

founder of the Lou Frey Institute of Politics and Govemment.
Additional
presenters
included department of
political science professor
Stephen'Sloan and former U.S.
ambassador to Algeria Ulric
Haynes Jr. as part of the
national security and war on
terror panels.
PLEASE SEE
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"There are
·tremendous

job
opportunities
out there."
-

JILL FJELSTUL

ROSEN COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Famous composer holds concert
World famous composer,
music scorer and musician
David Amram will be performing a concert Thursday at
7 p.m. at the Reflecting Pond·
The event is free and open
to the public. For more information
contact,
chinshaw@mail.ucf.edu.

2nd Annual GAYia held Thursday
The Second Annual GAYla
will take place Thursday from
9 p.m. to 11:45 p.m. at Revolution Night Club in downtown
Orlando.
The event is hosted by the
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union.
Food, door prizes and more
will be provided. For more
information and to request
tickets, visit http://www.glbsuatucf.org.

Career Services holds workshop
Career Services will be
holding a seminar Wednesday
from 11 am. to noon on how to
write resumes and cover letters.
For more information, contact career@mail.ucf.edu.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Crist says he can back tax swap
headed for November ballot
TALLAHASSEE - Gov.
Charlie Crist says he can back
a proposed tax swap that
appears headed for the
November ballot. But he wants
to see the fmal version before
giving a firm commitment.
The Taxation and Budget
Reform Commission has
approved the proposal, which
would trade an average 25 percent property tax cut for a possible increase and broadening
of the sales tax.
The commission's Style and
Drafting Committee will put
the fmishing touches on the
proposed sta,te constitutional
amendment before a fmal vote
scheduled for a two-day meeting April 24-25.
Crist has made cutting
property taxes a key part of his
administration. A previous
plan he backed was criticized
as not cutting enough from
homeowners~ bills.

Remains of woman missing 8 years
found in Ocala National Forest
ST. AUGUSTINE - The
remains of a northeast Florida
woman missing for eight years
have been found in the Ocala
PLEASE SEE
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Wrestling Team
third at nationals
JILLIAN KROTKI
.
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After an impressive win
in its conference championship, the UCF Wrestling
team placed third in its
national competition.
l'he team . won the
National
Collegiate
Wrestling
' Association
S.o utheast
Conference
Championship by 48
points, and 18 · wrestlers
qualified in the Southeast
Conference Championship
to move on to nationals,
where the team was separated . from first by 13
points.
UCF hosted nationals at
the Lakeland Civic Center.
"It was nice to be able to
bring the teams to Florida,"
said assistant coach Jason
Baima.
Baima was also awarded
Southeast
Conference
Coach of the Year.
"It was an extreme
honor to be selected for
this award," Baima sa,id,
"especially considering it is
voted by the other coaches,
most of which are older
and have many more years
of experience than me. I am
really proud of the guys [on
the team]. They have really
come together as a team
this year and really represent everything that makes
this sport so great."
weight class, and freshman
In order to boost team Richard Rippy placed
camaraderie,
all
the fourth, wrestling at 184.
wrestlers decided to grow
UCF ranked first place ·
mustaches. Head coach one day of the three-day
Johnny Rouse's goal was competition, but this year
"to have the winner's tro- was the closest fight the
phy and a group shot show- team has ever encountered.
ing off those mustaches."
Members said there were
Some members of the four or five teams that
crowd also wore stick-on could have snatched first
• mustaches to show their place.
team spirit.
DeAugustino was the
"There was great UCF only freshman in the team's
representation
at ·starting lineup. He also
nationals," Baima said. "We earned the title of an
have a lot of dedicated NCWA All-American.
Next yep.r holds even
fans."
UCF took third place out higher goals for DeAugustiof 75 teams and placed no and the coaches, as well
eight All-Americans. Of as fellow wrestlers who are
those, two were freshmen.
anxious to see just how
Freshman
Steve much more they can
DeAugustino took seventh accomplish.
place, wrestling in the 133
Zach Sanford, team cap-
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After winning its
conference
championship, the
UCF Wrestling team
placed 3rd in the
national competition
at the Lakeland Gvic
Center. TIie team
missed placing 1st by
13 points.
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tain wrestling in the 184
weight class, was thought
to be the best shot at victory in nationals. Sanford
placed third and has earned
the title of a three-time
NCWA All-American.
"The team did well overall, but there were shortcomings," Sanford said. "I
didn't do as well as I could
have. A lot of people came
through for the team, like
freshmen Devon Jackson
and Steve DeAugustino."
Danny
Fernandez,
wrestling in the 197 weight
,class, was this year's
national runner-up and
three-time NCWA AllAmerican.
"This ·was the toughest
the competiti9n has ever
been. The tournament was
well-run, but the student

Liana Cole, Vanessa Ezeta,
Shanna Fortier, Rayma Jenkins,
Ashley Koehler, Matt Kuka,
Corey Maynard, Gregory Territo

attendance could have
been better," Fernandez
said. 'We still have a strong
team,
and
hopefully
recruitment will be Rretty
.
good."
Fernandez said he plans
to help coach next year.
"From a. coach's standpoint, the guys really came
together, considering the
high level of competition,"
Baima said.
UCF lost by 13 points,
which would simply have
meant a few more wins in
the early rounds.
The UCF team is losing
eight seniors this year, but
Baima said he expects
some of the seniors to help
the team next year. or more
information on the UCF
Wrestling team, visit
www.ucfwrestling.net.
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CHANCE
SHOWERS

High:86°
Low:67°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Partly cloudy with a 30-percent chance of showers. Calm wind
between 5 and 10 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy with a 20 percent chance of showers. East wind
between 5 and 10 mph.
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CHANCE SHOWERS

Fax: 407-447-4556
Published by Knight Newspapers
3361 Rouse Rd. Ste, 200
Orlando, FL 32817

High:84°
Low:66°
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Friday

High:84°
CHANCE T-STORMS Low:68°

One free copy of the Centro/
Florido Future permitted per

issue. If available, additkmal
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from our office with prior
approval for S1 each.
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Oozefest 2008 is a mud volleyball
tournament played in 6 to 10 inches of mud. It's a
double elimination 16-team tournament. Rosters ofup
to 10 UCF students are permitted.
When: Friday, Apri.i l1, 2008
Time: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Where: UCF Intramural Turf Fields

• Search for full-time and

part-time j~bs.

· Post·resumes for
full-time employment.

.

• Access on-campus

interviews.

RSVP: ·www.ucfalumni.com/oozefest
,..,

., ,.
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•ObtainerriplQyer
information.
• Learn about Career
events and expos.

• Log on at

www.career.ucf.edu

Why: You get to play in mud!
Cost: FREE-4EK Members
$10 Non-Members
$20 4EK Membership & Entr~nce Fee

'
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Phone: 407.823.2361
Fax:407.823.5909
career@mail.ud.edu
www.career.ucf.edu
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National Forest.
Alicia Eakins was last seen
getting out of her boyfriend's
truck on Feb. 27, 2000, in St.
Augustine.
Her boyfriend has been in
state prison since 2004.
Authorities say Ralph John
Faba told them where Eakins'
body could be found. The
remains recovered Saturday
from a shallow grave matched
her dental records.
Faba was sentenced to 40
years in prison after pleading
guilty to the murder of a 16year-old girl found dead in a
wooded area shortly after
Eakins was reported missing.
Faba hasn't been charged
in Eakins' death. State Attorney John Tanner says his
office is deciding whether to
seek a first-degree murder
indictment from a grand jury.

School found liable for teen's
injuries after drinking at party
MIAMI-A Miami-Dade
County jury has found an
archdlocesan high school
liable for the injuries one student suffered after drinking at
an off-campus party.
Gabriel Maynoldi was left
paralyzed and brain damaged ,
by .a car crash after he and
another Archbishop Coleman
Carroll High School student
left the 2001 party. The other
student died. The attorney for
Maynoldi's family says the
principal knew about the party
but failed to call the police.
The jury awarded Maynoldi's family a $14 million judgment. A spokeswoman for the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of Miami says they'll appeal
The jury also found liable
Maynoldi, his parents, the parents of the student who threw
the party and the woman who
bought the alcohol. But
Maynoldi's family only sought
compensation from the archdiocese.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
collegesaround the country

Report: low graduation rates
in many city school districts
WASHINGTON - The
Bush
administration
announced Tuesday it will
require states to report high
school graduation rates in a
uniform way instead of using
a variety ofmethods that critics say are often ·based on
unreliable information.
Education Secretary Margaret Spellings announced
the change at a news conference at which a report was
released showing that 17 of
the nation's 50 largest cities
had high school graduation
rates lower than 50 percent.
The change involves the
No Child Left Behind Act,
which currently allows states
to use their own methods of
calculating graduation rates
and set their own goals for
improving them. The report by
the
America's
Promise
Alliance, using a common
method to evaluate graduation
rates for cities, found the lowest -graduation rates in Deµ-oit,
Indianapolis and Cleveland
It found that about half of
the. students served by public
school systems in the nation's
largest cities receive diplomas;
students in suburban and rural
public high schools were
more likely to graduate than
their counterparts in urban
public high schools.
Nationally, about 70 percent of U.S. students graduate '
on time with a regular diploma and about 1.2 million students drop out annually.
The group announced
plans to hold summits in
every state during the next
two years on ways to better
prepare students for college
and the work force.
The report found troubling data on the prospects of
urban public high school students getting to college. In
Detroit's public schools, only
24.9 percent of the students
graduated from high school,
while 30.5 percent graduated
in
Indianapolis
Public
Schools and 34.1 percent
received diplomas in the
Cleveland Municipal City
School District.
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Britain delays plans to
withdraw 1,500 troops
ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press

BAGHDAD - Britain froze
plans Tuesday to withdraw
about 1,500 soldiers this spring
after the faltering effort to drive
Shiite militias from Basra raised
doubts whether the Iraqis are
capable ofmaintaining security
in oil-rich southern Iraq.
The British decision was
announced in London one
CHARLES DHARAPAK / ASSOCIATED PRESS
week before the top U.S. comDemocratic presidential hopeful, Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., campaigns at
the Keystone Industrial Port Complex in Fairless Hills, Pa., Monday.
mander in Iraq appears before
Congress to offer his recommendation on how fast AmeriClinton likens herself to
VT president says 32 stones will
ca should draw down its own
legendary film boxer Rocky
be permanent memorial
forces.
PHILADELPHIA - Sen.
BLACKSBURG, Va - A
Defense Secretary Robert
Hillary Rodham Clinton semicircle of 32 stones in
Gates said Monday in Copensays she has something in front of Virginia. Tech's
hagen, Denmark, that last
common with · legendary administration building will
week's violence in Shiite areas
film boxer Rocky Balboa stand as the school's permahad not changed American
she's not a quitter.
nent memorial to the vicplans to withdraw more comRecalling a famous scene tims of last April's campus
bat forces by July.
on the steps of the Philadel- killings, -the school's presiBut second thoughts about
phia Museum of Art from _dent told its governing
Iraqi
security capabilities
the 1976 Oscar-winning film board Monday.
emerged as Iraq's government
Rocky, Clinton said that endSchool officials had disreP9rted a 50 percent rise in the
ing her presidential cam- cussed building a memorial
number of people killed in
paign now would be as if at another site to the 32 -stuMarch over the previous
"Rocky Balboa had gotten dents and faculty members .
month.
halfway up those art muse- killed April 16 during a
Much of the increase was a
um steps and said, 'Well, I shooting spree by student
result of the fighting between
guess that's about far Seung-Hui Cho, but those
Iraqi government forces and
enough.'
plans have been dropped,
Shiite militiamen in the south"Let me tell you some- University
President
ern city of Basra The conflict
thing, when it comes to fin- Charles Steger said.
quickly spread, engulfing Baghishing a fight, Rocky and I
Steger and other adminisdad and major cities through:
have a lot in common. I trators updated the Board of
out the Shiite south.
·
never quit. I never give up. Visitors on the progress of
Britain had planned to draw
And neither do the Ameri- changes rriade on campus
down its 4,000-strong military
can people," Clinton said in and plans for marking the
force in southern Iraq to 2,500
excerpts
of
prepared anniversary of the campus
over the next few months,
remarks to be given Tuesday shootings.
handing
over more security
to a.meeting of the PennsylThe school plans to
responsibility to the Iraqis.
vania AFL-CIO. ·
_establish a peace center in
In the wake of the Basra
Clinton warned that the classroom building
fighting,
however, Defense SecDemocrats won't have an where Cho killed 30 victims
retary Des Browne told the
easy time against Republi- and himself, provost Mark
• House of Commons that "it is
can
nominee-in-waiting McNamee told the board.
prudent that we pause any furJohn McCain in the general, Renovation of the secondther reductions while the curand implied that her rival for floor classrooms ~ould
rent situation is unfolding!'
the nomination, Sen. Barack begin-this summer, he said.
Browne.offered no criticisrn
Obama of Illinois, may not
Steger stressed to the
of the Iraqi effort in Basra,
be up to the task.
board the importance of garlaunched March 25 to :regain
In recent days, Clinton nering broad support for
has made an issue of calls new initiatives.
from Obama backers for her
"No matter what we
to abandon the Democratic implement, it's not going to
race. They've argued that be successful if it does not
Obama holds the lead in the have the support of the unidelegate count and a pro- versity community," he said.
tracted Democratic primary
The school already has
would damage the eventual implemented an emergency
alert system involving text
nominee.
. Obama refused on Satur- messages, e-mails and
day to go along with other online messages, and Steger
Democrats who are calling said Monday that each genfor Clinton to drop out of the eral purpose classroom also
race.
will have an electronic banner that will broadcast
Raul Castro lifts ban on citizens emergencies.
The school is also considstaying in.tourist hotels
HAVANA - New Presi- ering installing surveillance
dent Raul Castro's govern- cameras outside the student
ment has lifted a ban on center .and possibly some
Cubans staying at hotels pre- dormitories, Steger said
Steger said he expected
viously reserved for foreigners, ending another restric- · all the recommendations
tion that had been especially received from a panel
appointed by Gov. Timothy
irksome to citizens.
Employees
at
the M. Kaine and from internal
Nacional, Valencia and reviews to be impiemented
Santa Isabel Hotels in by next fall.
Havana said Ministry of
Kaine will speak at a cerTourism officials told them emony April 16, the one-year
Cubans were allowed to stay anniversary ofthe shootings,
in hotels across the island as at which the names of the
of midnight on Monday. Like victims will be read, the
other guests, they will be ·board was told.
charged in hard currency
worth 24 times the Cuban Earliest known goldjewelry
pesos state employees are made in Americas discovered
paid in.
WASHINGTON - The
"They have informed us earliest known gold jewelry
that with a national ID card, made in the Americas has
anyone can stay here," an been discovered in southern
employee at the Ambos Peru. The gold necklace,
Mundos Hotel in Old made nearly 4,000 years ago,
Havana said Monday. Non- was (ound in a burial site
Lake
· Titicaca,
guests who are Cuban near
nationals will also . be researchers report in Tuesallowed to pay for other day's issue of Proceedings of
hotel services, including the National Academy of
gyms, said the employee, Sciences.
who asked for anonymity
The discovery "was a
because she was not author- complete shock," said Mark
ized to speak to foreign Aldenderfer, an anthropoloreporters.
·
gist at the University of AriSome hotels scheduled zona
morning meetings with staff
"It was not expected in the
members to discuss the least," he said in a telephone
changes. and officials said interview. "It's always fun to
new rules will also allow fmd something and go, Wow,
Cubans to rent cars at state- what is that doing herer"
run agencies for the first
In the past, it had been
assumed that a society needtime.
On Friday, Cuba author- ed to be settled to produce
ized its citizens to obtain agricultural surpluses ~ t
mobile phones, whiE;h only can support activities such as
foreigners and key officials making ornamental objects,
·
in the Communist Govern- he·explained.
But the people living in
ment
were
previously
allowed to have. A resolution this region at the time were
signed by the Interior Com: still primarily hunter-gathermerce Ministry on March 21 ers, he said "They were on
also authorized the sale of their way to becoming setcomputers, microwaves and tled .p eoples, but they were
DVD players, items which not quite there yet."
had only been sold to companies and foreigners.
- ~SOCIATED PRESS
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control ofthe country's second- weapons - a development
largest city from Shiite militias which left the cleric in a posiand c::riminal gangs that have tion of power and al-Maliki
effectively ruled the streets for politically battered
nearly three years.
Al-Maliki returned Tuesday
The operation faltered in to Baghdad, declaring the operthe face of fierce resistance ation a success although severBasra
neighborhoods
from the Mahdi Army of anti- al
American Shiite cleric Muqta- appeared to remain under milida al-Sadr, forcing the-Iraqi mil- tia control Al-Sadr, meanwhile,
itary to turn to U.S. jets and thanked his fighters for
British tanks and artillery to try "defending your people, your
to dislodge the gunmen from land and your honor."
U.S. and Iraqi officials have
their strongholds.
Britain's opposition Conser- insisted the target of the crackvative
·party
defense down was not the Sadrist politspokesman Liam Fox com- ical movement but criminals
plained that the Iraqis liad not and renegade militias. But the
fully consulted their coalition Sadrists believed the operation
partners before launching the was aimed .at weakening their
operation.
movement before provincial
Fox said it was ''not accept- elections this fall
able for us to end up mopping
The recent carnage threatup ifwe don't have a say in what ened to reverse the security
operations are being carried gains achieved in Iraq since
out and how they are being car- President Bush ordered 30,000
U.S. reinforcements to Iraq
ried out."
A British Foreign Office early last year.
Figures compiled by the
spokesman called Fox's 48hour claim "nonsense" and said ministries of health, interior
U.S. and British commanders and defense showed 'that at
had been consulted. The least 1,720 people were killed in
spokesman made the comment politically motivated violence
on condition of anonymity in March. That was up sharply
from the 953 figure for Februunder Foreign Office rules.
Nonetheless, Iraqi officials ary.
Figures tabulated by The
hav~ acknowledged they
.underestimated the fury of the Associated Press from police
·militia resistance, which and U.S. military reports put
included rocket and mortar the March death toll as of Monattacks against the U.S.-con- day at 1,247 - nearly double
trolled Green Zone in Baghdad the February figure and the
and armed assaults against gov- · bjggest monthly toll since
ernment and political party August, when 1,956 people died
violently.
offices throughout the south.
Prime Minister Nouri alThe latest bloodshed and
Maliki, a Shiite, flew to Basra Iraqi military capabilities are
last week and took personal expected to draw attention
command of the crackdown, next week when the top U.S.
promising he.would remain in · commander in Iraq, Gen David
the city for "a decisive arid final Petraeus, briefs Congress about
battle" to crush the militias.
prospects for further troop
Fighting eased after al-Sadr cuts.
called his fighters off the streets
The Pentagon is expected to
Sunday under a deal brokered reduce U.S. troop levels from
by Iran. But al-Sadr's fighters about 158,00 to about 140,000
· refused to surrender their by the end of July.
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through hope, authenticity
and truth."
· Pak, who is admittedly bet. ter known for interviewing
celebrities such
Britney
Spears and P. Diddy, has
reported on politics for MTV
News since 2001, providing
coverage of events ranging
from Hurricane Katrina to
President George W. Bush's
reelection .
"I've been _really lucky to
cover really every major news
story in the past seven years
or so," Pak said.
. Pak also d iscussed her
own experiences as a KoreanAmerican and the difficulties
that multicultural individuals
can have in adjusting to society.
· "Growing up inside my
house, it was like Korea circa
1968," Pak said. "Outside my
house, it was America in 1985,
so I've ·always lived in a kind
of dichotomy of American
identity."
Pak showed a short clip
from her MTV documentary
series, My Life (Translated) .
The clip briefly told the story
of a young Arab-American
named Ayi:µan who joined the
U.S. Army shortly after Sept.11
The clip focused on the
problei:µs that he faced both
in fighting other Arabs in Iraq·
and in r~conciling his decision with the national identity
of his Lebanese family.
"My parents lo'le this
country," Ayman said in the
video, "but this is not their.
country." .
Pak-continually stressed
l he issues J:bat a multicultural
person can face, both in
everyday life and in times of
political conflict.
"The question of what it
means to be American is one
that . our generation cannot
take for granted," Pak said
The .Pegasus Grand Ballroom was filled for Pak's
s ~ The audience largely .
consisted of UCF students
and the event accomplished
its goal, ·of attracting mo:re
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THE LOU FREY INSTITUTE
THE LOU FREY INSTllUTE OF POLITICS & GOVERNMENT
The University of Central Florida College ofSciences is the official repository
for the congressional papers of the honorable Lou Frey, Jr. Elected in 1969,
· Frey was elected one offive Republican leaders in the House of
Representatives during the 93rd and 94th Congress. During his tenure, Frey
served on the Interstate amt Foreign Commerce Committee, the Science and
Technology Committee and the Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and
Control.The congressional papers reflect Frey's service on these committees
and the operation of his offices. Perhaps most importantly, these papers
signify the beginnings of the Lou Frey Institute for Politics and Government at
UCF,an initiative of UCF's department of political science that has been ·
named in recognition of Frey's gift and created to study, infonn and assist in
the development of civic service nationwide.
THEMISSION
The Lou Frey Institute of Politics & Government at UCF is anonpartisan
foundation that engages in civic education for college and high school
students,members ofthe Central Florida rommunity andthe general public.
The lnstiMe promotes informed discussion ofissues from diverse vieWpoints,
encourages participation in the political process and supports research on
politics and policy.
WHO DOES THE INSTllUTE SERVE?
Through Its programs and congressional papers, the.Lou Frey lnstiMe hopes
to engage students, faculty members, university staff and communitypartners in aprocess that combines community service and academic
learning, while promoting civic participation, building community capacity
and enhancing the_educational process.
-WWW.LOUFREY.ORG

young people than it had in audiences through typically
previous years.
entertainment-heavy vehicles
'
"As I ldok across the rooni such as MTY.
tonight; I think this is the
"Trying to get any proyoungest audjence rve seen," gramming, much less socially
said Reagan Smith, a political conscious, politically minded
talk show host and UCF programming, to this auditeacher who was moderator ence is very difficult," Pak
for the event. "The road to the . said. ''You're talking about a
White House in 2008 is histo- generation that is so-used to
,· controlling what they want to
ry in the making."
After Pak concluded her see, the tone they want to see
speech, multiple students and the perspective they want
questioned her about the diffi- to see it in"
culty of trying to reach young
After Pak's exit, Lou Frey,
people and about whether or founder of the institute and
not young voters really could fo~er U.S, congressman,
· ended the symposium by
have the "last laugh."
"I think that young people summing up what he deemed
have turned out in what has to be a succe~ful, informative
probably been between 40 event.
"It really makes
think
and 60 percent higher than
the primaries have been at the that we're doing something
worst,'' Pak said. "This is a that helps a little bit," Frey
group that is fickle. I'll be _the said ''The idea of the institute
first to admit that."
is not to tell you what to think
Pak also emphasized the but to ask you to think and to
difficulty of reaching young make your own mind up."

you
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The keynote speaker fqr
the event was SuChin Pak,
who Lanier said could
"reach a ' broad crosssection ofthe con:µnunity, a
more racially and ethnically diverse audience;"
Regarding the national
security and war on terror
panels, Bledsoe noted the
relevance
of
such
discussions.
"Today, terrorism is
pt;obably a more central;
prominent and permanent
feature of life than it has
been in the past," Bledsoe
said "We are looking at terrorism more as a systematic fact of life for us."
During the initial panel,
Oliver spoke on behalf of
the Republican Party,
declaring that U.S. economic policies are substantially self-contained and
Americans can no longer
control their own futures.
, "Understanding Ameri. ca's place in the world is
going to be c,ritical for the
president of 2009," Oliver
said
Oliver attributed the
primary U.S. problem to
understanding fundamental economic problems in
respect to budget deficits
and socialism.
At the conclusion of
each panel, students were
encouraged to question the
panelists. Political science
major Robert Burke took
advantage of the opportunity.
"It's a good amount of
experience to tap into. This
·is good because it's like an
qpen-style
debate,
although I .expected more
bickering and less analysis," he said "At this point,
, the campaigns are pretty
much scripted. [The panelists] said a couple things
that were more concrete.''
Frey addressed · the
issues of the Democratic
Party.
Frey referenced the old
saying "a day in politics is a

lifetime" and said, ''there is a lot
of days left," foreshadowing the
rigor and hardships the presfdential
candidates
will
inevitably face.
.Frey commented on the
amount of money being spent on
Medicare, Medicaj.d :µid Social
Security to emphasize the inadequacy of the remaining funds in
terms of education.
Haynes outlined his dissatisfaction with the current presidential candidates.
"I would like to know why
the presidential candidates have
not acknowledged that this war
is an unconventional war for
which there is no conventional
victory,''· he said "Second, why
candidates are not dealihg with
this war in a recession economy.
Third why hasn't a single candidate publicly recognized that
there is no national security
without global security? And
fourth, why there is so little mention of the European Union and
the United Nations encouraging
global peace and security."
Haynes offered an absolute.
"Our disengagement cannot
be accomplished without consultation," he said

Accompanying
panelist
Sloan focused more on terrorism and the toll it is taking on the
U.S.
"[The war on terror] is a transcendental battle. It's a battl~ of •
hearts an,d souls," he said. "At
least during the Cold War we
had bipartisan consensus and
internation-al politics. Now, we
have a polarization among political parties."
Sloan repeatedly addressed
Haynes _when making assertions
about terrorism, reinforcing the
idea that terrorism is truly international in scope, a retracted
form of conflict.
''We are dealing with global
insurgency here;" he added
At the end of the national
security and war on terror panels, the audience posed several
questions tq. both Haynes and
Sloan
One audience member
inquired how the U.S. should go
about forming a coalition after
losing the trust of the American
people.
. _
"Consultation," Haynes said_
"It is arrogant for us to think we
can deal with this alone. It is a
major strategic mistake."

Depressed?
•
•
•
•
•

Feel Sad, Worthle'ss or Guilty?
Trouble Eating or Sleeping?
No Motivation?
Difficulty Concentrating?
Feeling Downhear,ted or Blue?

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be
Interested in a research study for adults, 18-70, who experience
depression. If you qualify, all study-related care and medication
will be provided, at no cost and you will be compensat~d for
time and travel, up to $950. As always, there is never an over
night stay, and health insurance Is not required. Call today to
speak to a qualified professional who can schedule your no
cost appointment within 1wo to three days.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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Celebr~ting undergraduate -research and creativity across the curriculum.
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Students question panelists

Pak: Youth can be 'fickle'
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Hiring freeze may stall startup of new majors
NEW MAJORS.

FROM Al

national business opportunities.
"In essence, this is apolitical
• science degree with other
tools," Handberg said
Students will also have .the
option to pursue a master's
degree in biotechnology.
Pappachan Kolattukudy,
director of the Burnett School
of Biomedical Sciences, said
this degree will teach students
about modem life science tech-

nologies and how they are
being used to solve major problems in society.
Kolattukudy said this
includes creating insulin for
diabetes patients, learning how
cloning is done and producing
the first FDA-approved shot for
heart attack patients.
"There's an expectation
because Florida is now going
big-time into biotechnology,"
said Manoj Chopra, an associate
professor and UCF Board of

$4.99
HOOKAH

Trustees member. "So thafs
why we have aneed for this new
program."
Chopra said, typically, the
colleges or groups of faculty
suggest new programs, but it .
can take years to implement
them if they are approved
"It doesn't come overnight. It
has to go through avery extensive program," Chopra said
Anew program must pass
the final vote of the Board of
Trustees before implementa-

tion, Chopra said
biotechnology major.
Kolattukudy said courses "There are exemptions to
will cover a. spectrum of uses be able to continue building
for consumer goods and med- the Burnett School," he said
icines. .
"Our abilities will be
None of the three pro- decreased, but it's not shut
grams have been implement- down"
ed yet and they vary in their Fjelstul said the delay
e;pected start dates.
could be positive for the golf
'We will be expanding the and club management major.
faculty base, but that is the "There are .tremendous
reason why the implementa- job opportunities out there,"
tion date has not been set yet, Fjelstul said "This will allow
because of the budget crises time to solidify relationships
and concerns right now," Fjel- [with the golf industry], so
stul said. of the golf and club once that implementation
management master's pro- date has been set, it should be
gram.
· a successful program from
Handberg said the hiring the beginning."
freeze has not affected the.· Student Body ·President
international and global Brandie Hollinger said the
studies major, because they hiring freeze still allows for
only need to replace some new additions, but they are
faculty who left.
rare.
Kolattukudy said that Hollinger said UCF looks
plans have been made for the at Orlando and the needs of
hiring of faculty for the the city to make s_µre it has

·MASTER'S IN BIOTECHNOLOGY
This master's program wil teach
students how modem life sciences are
being applied to solve problems.
GOLF AND CLUB MANAGER
The fourth degree available from the
Rosen College wil focus on managing
golf clubs and the like.
INTERNATIONAL &GLOBAL STUDIES
This undergraduate major wil
essential y be apolitical science
.degree with afocus on languages.

C.'

. t:

•

degrees for interested students.
"If you come here and
want a specific major, as
many programs as we can
offer while having abalanced
budget is good," Hollinger
said

.
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Hurley
"Iconography" banded halter. $46.
Belted hipsters. $42.
Junior-S-M-L.
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Make Shopping More Rewarding

Earn Dillard's Reward Points
Every Time You Shop

$20 .

Receive

InReward Certificates W
henYouOpen An Account•

tSUbJect to credit approval. Certificates for opening a Dillard's credit card
account wil arrtve with the DIiiard's caro and expire 60 days from Issuance.
See credit applicatlon for Rewards programterms.

USE YOUR DILLARD'S CHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINE~'S CLUB &DISCOVER CARD.
FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER (407) 330-1775 •WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKETPLACE (407) 977-9996
ALTAMONTE MALL (407) 830-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)262-4361: Mon.-Sat. 10-8,Sun. 12-6 • FASHION SQUARE (407) 896-1211 • Hair Salon,(407)897-2361: Mon.-Sat. 10-7, Sun.12-6 •VOLUSIA MALL(386) 255-8161
MERRITT SQUARE (321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNE SQUARE (321) 676-1300, Mon.-Sat.10-9, Sun.12--6°
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5 UeS. oil companies questioned
H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press
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WASHINGTON - Top
executives of the five biggest
U.S. oil companies were
pressed Tuesday to explain
· the soaring fuel prices amid
huge industry profits and
why they weren't investing
more to develop renewable
energy sources such as wind
and solar.
The executives, peppered
with questions from skeptical
lawmakers, said they understood that high energy costs ·
are hurting consumers but
MANUEL BALCE CENETA / ASSOCIATED PRESS
deflected blame, arguing that
their profits - $123 billion Oil company executive J. Stephen Simon of Exxon Mobil, left, a~companied_ by fe!low
last year - were in line with executives, testifies on Capitol Hill in Washington Tuesday on oll and gasoline pn~es.
other industries.
high in absolute terms, need Senate hearing room to
With motorists paying a to be viewed in the context of explain high prices and their
national average of$3.29 a gal- the scale and cyclical, long- huge profits.
lon at the pump and global oil · term nature ofour industry as
The prices are of concern,
prices remaining above $100 a well as the huge investment Hofmeister said at the time;
barrel, the executives were requirements," said J.S. . adding a note of optimism:
hard pressed by lawmakers to sim9 n, Exxon Mobil's senior "Our industry is extremely
defend their profits.
vice president.
cyclical and wha.t goes up
"The anger level is rising
But Markey asked Simon almost always comes down,"
. significantly," said . Rep. why Exxon Mobil hasn't fol- he told the skeptical senators
Emanuel Cleaver, D-Mo., lowed the other companies in on a day when oil cost $60 a
relating what he had heard in investing in alternative ener- barrel
his district during the recent gy. The four other companies
· About six months later,
· two-week
congressional reported spending as much as when the cost of the same
recess.
$3.5 billion in recent years on barrel reached $75, the execuAlluding to the fact that solar, wind, biodiesel and tives were grilled again on
congressmen often don't rate other renewable projects.
Capitol Hill on their spending
very high in opinion polls,
"Why is Exxon Mobil and investment priorities.
Cleaver told the executives: resisting the renewable revoRecently,
oil . prices
"Your approval rating is lower lution?" asked Markey.
reached a peak of $Ill a barrel
than · ours, and that means
Simon said his company, While declining a bit in
you're down low."
. which earned $40 billion last recent days,-the price remains
"I heard what you are year, had provided $100 rriil- above $100 and there's talk of
hearing. Americans are very lion on research into climate $4 a gallon gasoline in the
worried about the rising price change at Stanford University, coming months.
.·
of energy;" said John but that current alternative
Markey challenged the
Hofmeister, president of Shell energy technologies "just do executives to pl~dge to invest
Oil Co., echoing remarks by not have an appreciable 10 percent of their profits to
the other four executives impact" in addressing "the develop renewable energy
from Exxon Mobil Corp., BP challenge we're trying to and give up $18 billion in tax
America ;Inc., Chevron Corp., meet."
.
breaks over 10 years so
and ConocoPhillips.
Executives
from
the money could be funneled to
But the executives rejected largest u.s oil companies support other energy and
claims that their companies' have been frequent targets of conservation.
·
earnings are out of step with lawmakers, frustrated at not
· The executives said the
other industries and said that being able to do much to companies already are spendwhile they earn tens of bil- - counter soaring oil and gaso- ing billions of dollars -:- more
lions of dollars, they also line costs.
than $3.5 billion over the last
invest tens of 'billions in
· In
November. 2005, five years - on renewable
exploration and,oil produc- Hofmeister and the top exec- fuels, such as wind energy
tion activities.
utives of the same companies and biodiesel, but rejected
"Our earnings, though . represented Tuesday sat in a any tax increases.

"Imposing punitive taxes
on American energy companies,1which already pay record
taxes, will discourage the sustained investment needed to
continue safeguarding U.S.
· energy security," Simon insisted
"These companies -are
defending billi<>ns of federal
subsidies ... while reaping over
a hundred billion dollars in
profits in just the last year
alone:' ·said Markey, chairman
of the Select Committee on
Energy Independence and
Global Warming.
The House last year and
again on Feb. 27 approved legislation that would have
ended the tax breaks for the
oil giants, while using the revenue to support wind, solar
and other renewable fuels and
incentives for energy conservation. The measure has not
passed the Senate.
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All students, faculty, and staff
are invited to attend the

· Eternal Knights
Memorial Service
Honoring the memory
of all Knights who
passed away during
· the 2007-2008
academic year.

Thursday, April 3, 2008
3:00 PM
Cape Florida Ballroom _
Student Union
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ECU 10 UCF 1
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

MMA
better than
WWE's

I

.

main event

RAYMAJENKINS /CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

For the 2nd consecutive game, the East Carolina Pirates dropped 10 runs on the UCF Baseball team.The Knights lost 10-1 Sunday aftemoon,resulting in their 1st home series loss this year.

BRIAN MURPHY·
Staff Writer

.GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

Everything was. going . ASERIES REPRISE
ROCKING RICHARDSON
·swimmingly for the · UCF
For the second consecutive season,the Knights lost their first Senior RyanRichardson,whohit .313 in 56starts has jumped
Baseball team just 12 days ago.
out
to afurious startthisseason.As of Monday,Richardsonis
three-game
home
series
in
Conference
USA
play.
UCF
lost
to
It was 19-1 with an unstoppable
second on the team with a.402batting average,alongwith a
Southern Miss in Orlando last year.
9ffense and unhittable pitch1
.072
OPS,which is second to Shane Brown among players
ing as_it entered conference
THEFT IS NOT ACRIME
with more than eight starts.
play. But the Knights have
As
of
Monday,
UCF
has
stolen
at
least
two
b
a
ses
in
15
of
the
2
8
found out in the past couple of
PUTTING MORE ON THEIR PIATE
games this season.On the year,the Knights have stolen 63
seasons that competition in
Opponents have scored an average of7.3 runs per game in the
bases on 72 attempts.
Conference USA is adifferent
past six games against the Knights,aspan in which they have
animal - one they have yet to
FAN SUPPORT
gone2-4.
tame.
The
Knights'winning
ways
have
brought
out
the
fans
to
Jay
The Knights' 10-1 loss to
ONDECK
Bergman field.Atotal of3,709 fans cameout for the East
East Carolina on Sunday
The next ConferenceUSA seriesfor theKnights wil be against
Carolina series, which is the third-highest total in stadium
resulted in their second Cthe Cougars in Houston starting on Friday.
history.
USA series loss and the second consecutive game in
which they were thoroughly
reachedits halfway point Sunrun total.
beaten on the mound and at seriesagainst thePirates.
--theplate.
Batters such as Colin "We'vedoneeverything we day. He hadadifferent reason
ECU pitcher Justin Bristow · Arnold and Jrn~h Siebenaler can do to see the same things for theoutage.
·worked eight scoreless innings have cooled down after great that happenedlast year and it's "Ithink we just need toset::µid struck out a career-high starts, but coach Jay Bergman very, very disturbing," tle down as an offense," he
eight batters en route to his is worried that his team'slack Bergman said."You don't want said. "I think we might be
fourth win of the season. The of offense is relatedmoreto a to compare it to last year, but pressing a little bit too much
Knights could only· muster lack of confidence. That intan- at thesametime, you see that. andif we relax, we'll bealright.
seven-hits against Bristow, and gible was a major factor Anybody can see that if they We just hit a little rough spot
this weekend."
after not scoring less than four behind tbe failure of watchthegame."
runs in their first 20 games, Bergman's 2007team, which UCF shortstop Eric Kall- Maybe this is just a rough
strom
said
the
team
remained
the Knights scored a total of finished at 27-32 and with the
seven runs in the three-game conference's second-lowest confident as the S(;!ason
PLEASE SEE ECU ON A
10

Central Florida is still basking
in theafterglow ofWrestleMania
XXIV on Sunday and Monday
Night Raw.
Howcouldit not?
Imean, we gotto havethe
"granddaddy ofthem all" andthe
tearful departure ofRicFlair on
Monday, an affair that featured
nearlyevery wrestler coming out
and applauding the career of the
Nature Boy.
•,
What surprised meabout the
whole ordeal - other than the
sheerhilarity ofBig Show climbing into thering·andgiving Flair
ahuge, nay, Big, bear hug - was
how mqch attention and cover- ·
age we all give professional
wrestling.
Now, Iused to be arelatively
passionate wrestling fan - to the
point where bedtimes were
negotiated aroundevent timesbutIhave moved on.
Forinstance, Ino longer
spend all of my time eating pizza
while playing Madden and
cheering forthe Rock and Sock
Connection.
Now it's just some of the time. •) t
But Idigress.
Wha,t is interesting to nie is
thedisparity with which professional wrestling and mixed martial arts are treated.
WrestleMania got glowing
reviews for all the great things it
did for ushere in Orlando asidefromthe40 or so people
hurt by thepyrotechnics, but that
was just an accident.
Andthat is completely differ' ent fromtherecent pres_sthat
· mixedmartial arts has received.
See: The Associated Press
articleabout afighting league in
Missouri for children.
As MichaelDavid Smith of
AOL's Fanhousepointed out, the
article included not only falsehoods but also the continued
ignorance of the media when it
comes to organized fighting.
Seriously, whilethe amount of
deaths toformer and current
wrestlersis still arelatively small
percentage, ,it dwarfs the amount
of deaths that have occurred in
mixedmartial arts.
Also,regarding one of the
major talking points for many of ·
theradioand television crowd steroids - mixed martial arts'
top league, Ultimate Fighting
PLEASE SEE

WRESTLEMANIA ON A9

Knights sweep Marshall for 12th straight win
MELISSA
HEYBOER
Editor-in-Chief

7-1

'l,

For thesecond straight time,
the UCF Softball team swept a
conference series, beating Mar- ·
shall 7-1Sunday in eight innings
UCF vs. Marshall
to complete its third straight
serieswin and 12th win in arow.
Thewin put theKnights at 9- took Kime'spitchto right-center
3 in Conference USA, second field for a solo home run to tie
· ·
only to theHouston Cougars. thescoreat 1-1.
Allison Kime earned her sec-· Kime and Marshall pitcher
ond win of the series and her Caitlyn Jackson would hold
17th of the season, pitchingan each offenseat bay for thenext
eight-inning complete game. six innings, prompting extra
·
Kime allowed just one run Qn innings.
't
six hits and struckout 10 batters. TheKnights took full advan~
The Knights struck first in tage, putting together six runs
thetop of the first inning. Mar- off three hits and two Marshall
quita Council led off with awalk errors to seal the7-1victory.
and quickly movedto second on Javier· led off the inning
aground out from Tiffany Lane. reachingfirst on afieldingerror
With oneout, BreanneJavier by Marshall second baseman
rippedan RBI double down the Deanna Tourvilleand advanced
right-field line, scoring Council to second on a sacrifice bunt
from second for a1-0 lead.
singlefrom Hillary Barrow. Lexi
Marshall was quick to Gresham was hit by a pitch in
respond, however, scoringone thenext at bat to loadthebases
of its own in thebottom half of forUCF:
.theinning.Marshall's first batter
,
ri
t'j;
SHAN~ FORTIER/CENTRAL FLORIDAFUil/RE
~\
of~e inning, Rachel Folden,
PLEASE SEE SIX ON A9 U
CF freshman riff.myLanehad2hits and 2runsbattedinduring theKnight;~1-1triumph over theMarshal Thundering Herd on Suooay. "
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Six-run eighth propels Knights
FROM

A9

GET A DRINK

A8

Kime earned an RBI in the
next at bat after reaching first
on a fielder's choice that
allowed Javier to score from
third
In similar fashion, Brittany
Hipple reached base 0n a
fielder's
choice,
which
allowed Barrow to score and
UCF to take a 3-1 lead
One batter and one out latter, with the bases still loaded,
Abby McClain recorded the
Knights' second single of the
inning with a hit through the
right side of the infield, scoring Hipple and Bullard.
After a ground out from
Council, Lane singled, but
then a throwing error from
Marshall would allow both
McClain and Snapp to cross
the plate for UCF's fifth and
ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
sixth runs of the inning.
UCF'S Hillary Barrow went 1-for-2 with a run scored against Marshall on Sunday. She went 2-for-8 in the 3-game series.
Kime would have plenty of
run support going into the Knights overall record to 30final half of the inning, but 14 on the season while the
she wouldn't need it, shutting Herd fell to 12-23, 4-7 in Cdowµ the Thundering Herd USA ·
.
COMPLETE EFFORT
on three straight outs.
The Knights will play the ' UCF pitcher Allison Kime threw her 20th complete gameof the season Sunday. ·
McClain came up big for last of a ' six-game road stint
She has pitched 171.1 innings this season, 41 more than any other C-USA pitcher.
UCF at the plate, going 3-for- tonight when they travel to
She also leads the conference in strikeouts and ra.nks third in ERA.
4 with two RBIs and one run Jacksonville to take North
scored.
Florida
DANDY DOZEN •
Lane and Javier each
First pitch against the Lady
The Knights won their 12th cons~utive game Sunday with awin over the
added two hits for the Ospreys is scheduled for 6
Thundering Herd. It's their longest winning streak since 2004 when UCF went on a
Knights as well.
p.m at the Lady Osprey Soft15-game winning streak from March 12 to April 8.
The win improved the ball Complex.

401-911-01&s

FREE !.!v

GET YOUR FACTS.STRAIGHT

WrestleMania spectacle is overrated
A8

Chris Benoit?
Isolated examples, perChampionship, is already tak- haps, but somehow we still
ing a stance that fans of the
get all giddy when World
major sports in America
Wrestling Entertainment
would probably agree with.
brings its show to town.
· If we are willing to look
Former lightweight champion Sean Sherk was suspast the many, many, many,
many flaws of professional
pended for six months for
testing positive for steroids.
wrestling and celebrate its
splendor, then we should also
He was stripped of his title,
do the same for mixed martial
and he will have to fight to
arts, a sport with significantly
get it back on May 24.
. fewer problems.
Now quick, what first
It's a sport that features
c;omes to mind when you
'some of the best, most talentthink of wrestling and
ed athletes in the world; a
steroids? Which tragedy pops
into your head first?
sport picking up the slack
Is it Davey Boy Smith?
where boxing has alienated its
FROM

most famous goalie was suspended when he encouraged
his son to attack a player on
the other team during the
game?
Those sound significantly
more brutal to me.
So if Orlando doesn't have
a problem with fake sports
·
made real, then there shouldn't be a problem with bringing in the UFC sometime in
the near future.
. Because i,fWrestleMania
can make more than $5 million in sales and pump more
than $30 million into the local
economy, imagine what a real
sport could do.

fans.
Mixed µiartial arts is not
without its flaws, for sure;
UFC President Dana White is
coarse, and the contracts
from UFC can be so exclusive
that some fighters won't join
the league.
But the problems that
many in the media tend to
harp on are just plain wrong.
Too brutal? Which sport is
it that we all watch on
Sunday? The one where concussions, broken bones and
violence have the audience
screaming?
What about that one on
ice, where just recently its
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Conv~ni,ent local office
Money-saving discounts
Lovv dovvn payments
Monthly payment plan's
24-hour service and claims
Coverage available by phone

Supporting the
education community of
Central Florida.

GEICO
Local Office

407-897-7157·
.NOW SAVE ON RENTERS INSURANCE TOO!
'

.

'

.

ASK ABOUT DISCOUNTS FOR 3.0 GPA OR ABOVE!
.

\ .

Some- discounts, coverages, payment plans. and features are not available in all states or in all GEICO companies. Government Employees
Insurance Co. GEICO General Insurance Co. GEICO Indemnity Co. 'GEICO Casualty Co. These companies are subsidiaries of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
GEICO;iauto insurance is not vailable in MA. GEICO: Washi-ngton, DC 20076. © 2007 GEICO. The GEICO gecko image© GEICO 1999-2007
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ECU offense leads to 1st series loss at home for UCF ,

FROM AB
stretch for the Knights, but after
beating up on the clearly inferior teams on its non-conference
schedule, UCF has lost four of
its first six conference games.

"Instead of feeling sorry for
yourself, you've just got to get
up there and play," Bergman
said. "There's no secret to it."
The Knights (22-6 overall,
2~4 in C-USA) opened the
series with a3-2 win off of two

unearned runs. They were
then beaten 10-2 Saturday,
and had ahard time pushing
any runs across Sunday, even
when it seemed the Pirates
(18-7, 3-3) wanted the~ to
score.
With one out in the fourth
inning, Arnold hit weak
ground ball to second, but
ECU second baseman Broe
Sutton couldn't handle it.
After a fly out by Ryan
Richardson, Arnold stole
second on a 1-1 pitch and
went to third when catcher
Corey Kemp's throw sailed
into center field for the second Pirate error of the
inning. But Chris Duffy
struck out to end the inning,
stranding Arnold.
Arnold's run would have
tied the score at 1-1 and given
the Knights abit of momentum, but instead the Pirates
responded with five runs in
the fifth inning to blow the
game wide open:
UCF starting pitcher
Mitch Herold gave up one
run through four innings and
had retired seven straight
batters entering the fifth.
But after alead-off single
and asacrifice bunt, Herold
completely lost control of
the strike zone.
Herold walked the next
two batters to load the bases
and then walked Ryan Wood
after having a 1-2 count on
him to force in the Pirates'
second run.
Herold also got ahead of
the next ECU hitter, Kemp,
but then gave up afull-count,
two-run single up the middle.
That was Herold's last
pitch of the day. Both of the
runners who were inherited
·by relief pitcher Cody Allen
scored, closing Herold's line
at six runs allowed·with six
walks in 4.1 innings.
"For acouple innings there,
[Herold] threw really good,
then in the fifth inning it was
just a meltdown," Bergman
said. "It's amystery to me."
The Knights avoided
being shut out for the first
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UCF pitcher Cody Allen relieved starter Mitch Herold in the middle of the 5th inning during the Knights' 10-1 loss to the Pirates on
Sunday. It was not one of Allen's better outings as he allowed 3runs in 2.2 innings of work, facing 1~ batters and allowing Shits.

time this season when
Stephen Branca reached on
an infield single in the bottom of the ninth that scored
Kyle Mills from third. Still,
that was UCF's first runner
to reach third base since its
missed opportunity l:>ack in
the fourth.
T.µe Knights faced their
arch rival South Florida on

Tuesday night, but results
were not available at press
time. Arecap will be available in Friday's edition of the
Future.
UCF's next game is
tonight in another weekday
home meeting with Florida
Gulf Coast. The Knights and
Eagles faced each other on
March 26.

The Knights came out of
that gamein Fort Myers with
an 8-4 victory,helped out by
seven runs in the first two
innings and astellar pitching
performance by Carmine
Giardina.
First pitch between the
Knights and Eagles is set for
6:30 tonight at Jay Bergman
Field.
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OUR STANCE
,.,WE MVST CONTINUE
SENDING TROOPS ...
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Crist's decision no

good for Florida

''Y

I '

''
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sidered measures include alloweah. I did"
.
.·
'Iba.twas Gov.
ing some of these inmates "early
Charlie Crist's answer
and supervised work release,"
when asked in an
and establishing a.commission
interview with the Miami Herold
''to review mandatory-minimum
· if he had ever smoked marijuana
prison sentences - a legacy of
and inhaled. Big surprise,, huh?
the drug war."
.
Not really. The 2006 National
. Yet Crjst has stubbornly said
Survey on Drug Use and Healt:4
that what is important here is
found that about 40 percent of
keeping things the way they are
Americans aged 12 and over had
and resisting any changes. In his
smoke pot at least once·in their.
interview with the Herold, he
lifetime, making us suspect that a
said, "It's important to make sure
lot more politicians than we ·
that we do what the first order of
know have tried marijuana long
business is, and that is to ensure
before they became public figdomestic tranquility - make ·
ures, too.
sure that our people are safe Yet, with stem hypocrisy, Crist and that means locking up bad
people."
· ·
announced that he does not support legislative plans to review
'Ibat's right, bad people.
whether to lessen penalties for
. Crist's answer reflects a deepcrimes such as nonviolent drug
rooted problem our society has
possession. The main problem
with understanding who drug
with this is that a large portion of users and drug addicts really are
Florida jails are filled to the brim
and what they really go through.
with nonviolent drug offenders.
The system is warped, but to all
And in an economic slump, can
extents, has worked exactly the
Florida continue to foot the bill
way the government wanted it to.
for those inmates whose crime
When our·society catches som~
was that of drug addiction?
one doing illegal drugs, they .
According to the Associated
throw that person in jail and label
Press, "State officials estimate
him a criminal, because in the
Florida's prisons will swell to
wake of the War on Drugs, that's
100,000 inmates by year's end,
exactly how the government
with about 20 percent serving
wants those people to appear.
sentences for nonviolent drug
Yet numerous studies now
offenses."
. show that drug addiction is no
, The Herold goes on to state
different than any other chronic
that the cost of housing an ·
illness. So, rather than quickly
pointing the finger and coninmate for one year is more than
$19,000, "not counting the mil. demoing these citizens to jail - a
lions it will cost to build two pris- move that alters someone's life
ons per year through 2013 to keep forever - why not put them
up with prison-population
where they can really get better,
growth."
fix their problem and come out
And, wisely; the Senate,and
appreciating the help that the
state has provided to them?
House·are considering lessening
penalties for these nonviolent
As Tampa Sen. Victor Crist
- no relation to the governor inmates in an effort to get them
rightly said, "'Ibat's the old way;
out of the prisons; rehabilitated
and back into society. The conthrow a drug addict in jail. But

now we know treatment works,
it's better and it's cheaper. If
you're a violent criminal, you
belong in a cell. If yolire a drug
addict, you belong in a rehab program."
Despite his refusal to reconsider lessening nonviolent drug
penalties, Gov. Crist has recommended about $28 million for
substance-abuse treatµlent pro- .
grams. But this is just the first
step.
If drug addicts are stuck in jail,
then it's possible that the $28 million in treatment may never
reach them in the first place. If
the money is going to be put to
good use, then the higher-ups
need to ensure that drugtreat- ·
ment programs are put in place
inside jails, where drug-addicted
inmates can use them.
According to the Associated
Press, Crist stated that the $28
million contribution was important because the state's drug laws ·
need "balance."
· But what we really need is a
balance that is useful and works.
Treatment funding that is not
reaching those who need to be
treated doesn't work. Continuing
to label drug addicts as criminals
doesn't work. The War on Drugs,
or rather the war on drug addicts,
doesn't work to the extent that it
is a ''war" against a disease and
the opposing side is not made up
of soldiers but addicted citizens
who do not w ant to fight.
Even UCF students recently
voted on a change in the Golden
Rule to give alcohol and marijuana offenses the same consequences.
We urge Crist to look again at
all of the valid anct urgent reasons to reassess the penalties on
nonviolenf drug crimes in the
state of Florida.

The Future encourag~s comments from readers. in order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed.300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them on line
atwww.(entra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them:to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

_Cigarette tax OK
but not as a crutch
y

f!

•

Medicaid, was in trouble
from complications from smokou may not think that
because of budget cuts and eco- ing are not the only ones using
the price of a pack of
noniic problems, do we really
Medicaid; so why should they
cigarettes increasing by
want to set the precedent that
be ·expected to keep the entire
a dollar could affect you, but it
the correct thing for a state gov- · thing going?
just might, regardless of
emment to do is to find some
·
The final concern with the
whether you are a ·smoker or
commonly consumed product
cig~ette tax is the overall look
not.
at why it is that cigarettes are
· The proposed increase in the and push for higher taxes on it?
This creates a crutch. Instead chosen to be taxed in the first
cigarette tax would raise .the
of the state government looking place.
price of a pack of cigarettes by
inward and seeing how it can
· Is the st1;1te picking cigarettes
$1, which in tum would raise
operate more efficiently, the
. because it feels that the tax on.
roughly $1 billion for the state.
quick-fIX answer is to bump the
cigarettes is far too low or
That could easily go to keeping
taxes.
·
because smoking is frowned
the sickly Medicaid system
-Economic crutches based on
upon in today~s society?
afloat, which is going under a .
cyclical, self-destructing sysThere is a fine line for taxing·
series of proposed budget cuts.
items of vice. If you tax cigaThat sounds awesome, right? terns are even worse.
If you hike the tax on cigar.ettes differently because of the
Here is a large debt that needs
rettes, some people may quit
health concerns they present,
filling and an easy way to fix it;
smoking. If the hikes continue,
then why aren't potato chips,
just slap a tax on something
then even more people could
fast-food hamburgers and beer
that one group of people roudrop off; all in a state that has a
not on the list of things to
tinely purchases.
declining rate of smokers from
increase taxes on, too? It seems
On paper, it sounds like a
year to year anyway: That is
as though cigarettes are getting
great idea, and if it is executed
fewer people paying into the
singled out while other healthcorrectly and efficiently, it has
system that you have set up to
deteriorating things are ignored.
the potential to work.
bring in vital money in order to
· If the goal of the tax really is
The concern here is the slipease the strains of budget cuts.
to try to get fewer people to
pery slope that this could
What happens then? Where do
smoke, then why not just push
become. This slope involves
you look to make up for that
to get cigatettes banned altodifferent issues, both of which
evolve from the principle of tax- money? More products with 'tax gether? As long as cigarettes
hikes?
remain a legal product for puring tobacco further.
The claim is that fewer
<;:hase, they really should not get
The first is a monetary con- ·
smokers leads to fewer people
singled out - at least not for
cern.
needing health care from Medvery long.
It may seem well and good
If this tax is kept at respoi1icaid.
for the state to try to get themIt is understood that ciga- .
sible levels, it will work to patch
selves out of an economic bind
rette smokers have thefr .share
an economic hole that currently
by slapping a tax on a product
of health problems, more ~o
exists.
.
that they know some people
than nonsmokers, but to force
Unfortunately, there are also
will buy even with the increase,
a lot of ways that this single tax
but what if it does not stop with smokers to keep the whole
lower-economic health care
increase could set the template
this tax hike?
·
system in the state afloat just
for monetary crutches and sinIf, hypothetically; another
. seems
Those suffering
gle-prod:ucM argeting.
important struc~ e. such as

rmr·

TERRENCE NOWICK / THE WESTERN FRONT

READER VIEWS ·

Veterans need support
after they return home

steves.com/about/pressroom/activism/m
arijuanahtm.
JEFF LEHMAN
ALUMNI

. There has been debate over the war in
Iraq for several years now. However, the
subject that seems to get overlooked the
most whenever there is.a war in the U.S.
is the issue over our veterans.
· On Friday; AMSA and PPMS brought
Yes, it is a subject that is overlooked,
because how often do we see anyone get- the real Patch Adams, the man whose life
ting into heated discussions over our vet- · the film was based on, to UCF.
Instead of merely a clown, I was
erans? Whether you are a Republican,
Democrat, a member of Students for a
entertained and informed by a politically
Democratic Society or any other political aware activist who described his desire
to see a revolution, not ofviolence but of
. organization on or off campus, people
need to remember that our vets need our care and concern for each other.
He desired·an end to the worst ecosupport, especially because they have
often sacrificed to do what many others
nomic system ever witnessed:
Capitalism. People are basically good, he
would not.
said, and those who tell you otherwise,
Whether you agree with this war or
who tell you life is all about power, greed
not, supporting the troops also means
making sure that when they come home,
and everyone for himself, want to justify
their own unethical behavior.
they aren't forced to go homeless, that
Patch expressed his dissatisfaction
they receive all the necessary health.care
and are fully compensated monetarily.
with the U.S. health care system and how
sickened he was that we're conditioned
The government should not be giving
not to feel compassion, so much so that a
up its obligation to support veterans and
grown man in the audience even asked
the families of the deceased soldiers
how we can be more compassionate.
when they have made the ultimate sacriHe spoke of how saddened he is that
fice for their country.
the
richest country in the world cannot
LAURA KENNEDY
POLITICAL SCIENCE take care of all its people, but it can give
huge tax cuts to the rich_andkeep the
poor poor.
Addressing the matter ofreligion,
Patch asserted that everyone who still
identifies as a Christian after voting for
Bush is a liar. 'Would Christ bomb anyOne journaij.stic phrase c;omes to
one?" Patch asked the audience.
mind after reading Monday's article on
He explained that the health care systhe open forum: "burying the lead" Presi- tem in the·u.s. is disgusting. "I don't
dent Hitt admittedly gave UCF Athletics
know how anyone can tum away a
a $7.6 million loan in an illegitimate manpatient because.they can't pay."
ner. This is not pocket change for UCF.
A system like this, where money and
Our complete endowment is only around power are the chief concerns, where we
$115 n:µllion There is no written agreehave a government killing thousands of
ment for how this money is going to be
people, where health care is run by the
repayed, and it seems as though Hitt basi- interests of insurance companies and not
cally gave them the $7.6 million and is
~ the best interest of the people who
just upset that he got caught. This is all
need their health cared for, really is a
while .UCF is on the brink of an economhealth issue in itself and the only solution
ic collapse; just go ask a professor.
is to move away from our cutthroat capiWith all of this insanity in mind, it's
talist system and away from our fascist
very-difficult to understaµd ho~ anyone
regime. ·
could choose the headline "Qµestions
AUSTIN SMITH
arise at student open forum." Not to
HISTORY
mention, the article focuses no more on
this act of corruption than the "issue" of
the Rowdy Knights ;ibility to be informed
on the rules about holding signs at the
Arena.
It's ainiost as though the Cen_tral Florida Future works directly for President
Your article calling for a United
States exit from Iraq cobbles together
Hitt or at least was seduced by his slick
incorrect facts and bad logic in coming
politician answers.
EVANWYSS to a spurious conclusion. In making
HUMANITIES· your case, you say that "the majority of
peopl~ think that the war was a mistake".
However, a proper analysis of the
Editor's note: The Future addressed
situation
needs to be proactive, looking
UCF's loan to the Athletics Association in
the following articles: ''[fCF loans an unac- forward from where we are now, rather
than looking with distaste on past
counted for $7.4 million to Athletics withactions.
out q repayment schedule" on March 19
The American people are optimistic.
and "13 financial problems identified in '08
53
percent
of Americans now believe
audit."
''the U.S. will ultimately succeed in
In addition, the Opinions page
achieving its goals" in Iraq, and 47 peraddressed the loan in the following two
cent
believe that troops should remain
stances: ''Audit report is serious business,''
in Iraq until the situation is more stable.
on March 17 and ''Audit series done with
Many Iraqis have a similar view. A BBC
good reason," on March 26.
poll showed that 49 percent of Iraqis
thought the decision for America and
our allies to invade Iraq was "absolutely
right" or "somewhat right," and 59 percent of Iraqis believe that coalition
forces should remain until security is
How stoned must Joshua Giesegh be
restored
to even suggest that UCF students not
You deplore the "fear tactics" of Presget arrested for smoking marijuana on .
ident Bush. :8ut however scary it may
campus? Umm, hello! It's illegal! 'Ibat's
be, he is correct in asserting that a prenot what we want to be known for at
mature exit from Iraq would result in an
UCF: the country's first "Pot Smokers
eruption of violence and the collapse of
Ai-rest Free Zone." It would certainly
their government. The power vacuum
increase enrollment figures and junk
would allow Iran, ·a state-sponsor ofterfood sales.
·
ror, to gain influen~e in the region. Al
But seriously; as long as it is illegal, it's
Qaeda would claim a victory. Bottom
not the UCF administration's decision. I
line: our exit would not pave the way for
don't smoke it, but if it were· legal I •
peace in the region- it would pave a
wouldn't care if others did (as long as
road of ruin for Iraq and the entire Midthey were doing it legally). Joshua, direct
dle East. The United States must
your energy toward the people who
remain steadfast in our mission, and see
make those decisions or you are wasting
it through to success. ·
your enthusiasm on the subject. Check
out this link for more info on pot
PATRICK STAUFFER
decriminalizatipn: http://www.rickINDUSTRIAL ENGINEE G

Patch Adams shines as
politically aware man

Reader raises issues
with open forum article

· American's outlook on
Iraq war is not all bad

·Until marijuana is legal,

UCF cannot bend rules
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind-Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMID{,
Discover, Cash, Check
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement.available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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TjTj1 HELP WANTED:
[.r~General

ffli1 HELP WANTED:

100

~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321 -277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com

Child. Care in my home in

Looking for female babysitter for 6-yrold girl 3 days/wk 3PM-9PM in my SE
downtown Orlando
home. Transportation req. $10/hr.Call
for interview 407-455-4343.

Windermere. Twins 4 yrs. old.
Flex. hrs. $12/hr.
Email amlxners@aol.com
Order Takers - Major telecomm
company is now hiring competitve
individuals. Full training and
advancement opportunities available.
Earn $400-800 a week. Call Laurie
today (702) 671-0042
Staff Accountant: Accounting graduate
finishing 5th year on public track for
downtown Orlando CPA firm.
Send resume to albert@mixnerco.com.

MUSIC INSTRUCTOR
Local studio looking for drum,
voice & guitar lnstuctors.
email- music.lessons@yahoo.com

•

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT days and evenings,
flex hrs. Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

Career Services

needs you to be a
Career Peer Advisor!
$8/hour, plus much
more! ·

BJ's Voted "Best Places To Work/I"
by Chain

Leader Magazine

BJ's Restaurant and Brewhouse is the restaurant you've
always ,wanted to work at and the people you've always
wanted to work with!

NOW HIRING
Servers - Service Assis.tents - Host Staff
Dishwashers - Expeditors - Bartenders

•

Jump start the career planning process by assistint students with
routine questions about major and career exploration and
employment skills.
,
On campus position, 15 hours/week, training provided!

line & Prep Cooks - Take Out

RESTAURANT
BREWHOUSE
.
Opening in
Loop West

Spring 2008
equal opportunity employer

NASDAQ: BJRI

BJ's team members enjoy;
• great pay & benefits
• vacation & employee discounts
• a place where you work with friends,
connect with guests & feel great!

.,,

NOW HIRING For Fall 2008-Spring 2009
Deadline for submitting applications is
Friday,April 11th,2008

Team members can also find a long lasting career with
BJ's - 20% of our managers are team member promotions.
Apply in person Mon-Fri, 10am-5pm; Sat, 10am-1 pm
2421 W. Osceola Pkwy, Kissimmee, FL 3474 1

** Candidates must provide proper
documentation to work in the US. ••

UCF~

Hiring is off-site at our training and hiring center
located behind JCPenney" and Party City.
Call for directions if needed (407) 932-5245.

'* ' !!

.........................................................................•..........................,

THE

VILLAGE

AT

SCIEN.C E DRIVE

THE

VILLAGE

AT

ALAFAYA CLUB

407 .384. 7080

407 .482. 9990'

2913 Einstein Way

3:100 Alafaya Club Drive

thevilla·g eatsciencedrive.com

thevillageatalafayaclub.com
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Summer Jobs

J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants
$$$ NEED A LOAN. $$$
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME

-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Roo1TI and Board Included

I ..

t"

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC}
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

E1<p. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Winter Park. Must be
avail. during summer. Afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a +.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref req. ·
"RV Lot Person Must have Drivers
license, r,eliable transportation and be
at hard worker. Alt. Spgs.
407-473-9311

r:,:,:, FOR RENT:
~Homes
5 MINUTES TO UCF
4/2 house for $1350/month, pets ok,
fenced yard, screened in porch
Call for more information:
407-~30-4751
2 HOMES FOR RENT!
4/2 homes availabl~ August 1, 2008'in
Ashington Park. 2 Car Garage.
$1700/mo. + util. 561-312-9411

Awesome rooms avail NOW and for
Falll
All utilities included! Don't miss outl
RentUCF@yahoo.com Email for pies
Have Half a 3/2 House to Yourself!!
Incl. 2 private 12x12 sized rooms and
private bath. Shared living, dining rm
and kitchen. 2 car garage, W/D incl.
$750/month Pets OK. 702-416-4159

Room available in 4/2.5. 3 miles from
UCF. $465/mo includes elec, cable, hispeed internet, water, maid service,
etc. Steve 305-281-3104
scasios76@aol.com
Reduced Rent- taking care of lawn
care, pool, handy man svcs. Near
UCF and VCC. Must be responsible,
professional. $99/month 407-

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, V)//D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/mqntn. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

Valet Parking Attendants

,.

3/2 house, 2 car garage, completely
furnished, pool table, big screen,
screened porch, community pool, quiet
safe street. Waterford Lakes estates.
Two male UCF juniors looking for third
roommate. $575 mo. all utilities incl.
215-588-7625 John

733-4597

Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Three rooms for rent. Non-Smokers.
All amenities included for only $550.00
per/month. Contact William· at
407-739-0844. -

2 ROOMS FOR RENT!

Exe cust service skills/clean driving
record reqd.1 st.2nd.and 3rd shifts
available, open 7 days/wk, all shifts
avail. Start immed., exc pay. Call 1888-463-1954 x201. EOE, DFWP.

I

CONDO FOR RENT 1 BED/1 BATH.WASHER & DRYER, POOLS,
RAQUETBALL COURT & GYM $750 A
MONTH (786)355-5615 urbaezeloy@gmail.com
UCF one mile. 2b/2b ·duplex. Fence. .
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
Townhouse for rent. 2B/2.5B/1garage.
Hawthorne Glen. Security, Wasl:l/Dryer
included. Avail May 5. (407} 929-0792.

in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
.to UCF! $550/mo (9!>4)-649-4933
Room for rent with private bath
407 -384-7080

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a
house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/D
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 407-733-4597
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

,#

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful 2/2.5 Townhouse w/
garage In The Villas at Waterford
Lakes! $1200/mo +
Unfurnished, W/0 Included, Just
minutes to UCFI (954)270-8674
Rent w/ opt. to buy.

util.

,-

....

I

Rooms avail in 3 beautiful homes close
to UCF. One with pool, some master
suites avail. All util incl. Ranging from
$500-$650/mo. Avail ASAP, or lease
for Fall. Email for pies rentucf@yahoo.com or call 913-908-8185

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Beautiful 5 bdrm house
Screened ·in porch, near UCF and
VCC. 2 car garage, W/D $1495/mo
· Short-term OK, Pets OK •
407-733-4597

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexlble lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmail.com
2/2 Condo Near UCF for rent on
Alafaya. New Appliances, Alarm
System, Pool, Tennis, No Pets.
$850/month + secuirty deposit.
407-366-7663

now HIRID

Ii

The following Positions:
Lifeguard· Ride Operator• Food & Beverage Cashier•
Food &.Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

,., .

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quart~rly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

ftpplg DOW:

fi\\ out an app\ication
oNUNE\ Visit
wetnw\\dor\ando.col1'

Call: Job Line (407) 248--1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com
Visit Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com
2 Female Roommates Wanted for
4/2 Spacious house in beautiful
Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from UCF.
$500/mo Incl all utll & h.s Internet.
863-398-6398 or 407-282-7774.

2 CLEAN rooms in a 4x4 avail. for
sublease April/May-July!!
Room & apt.
furnished! Utilities included. $525.00
each per month! 1st month FREEi For
details call (727) 418-2366

4
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. Roomate for 4/4 college apt.
cable, internet, utilities, furnished
$565 all inclusive - 978-835-0566
4 mins to UCF + pool/gym

5

.1

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Bart or Belle
6 Falls back
1o Thick piece
14 Alphabetical
quintet
15 Spring forward
16 Land of Lima
17 Provisions
18 Moral fiber
20 GA city
22 At that place
23 Marvel Comics
man
27 Scottish sculptor
Paolozzi
31 Dime
33 Tabitha's TV
grandmother
34 Compulsions
35 Compa~sion
37 NYC opera
house ·
38 Ernie of golf
39 Pages
40 Freon or neon
41 Function
42 "Waterloo
Bridge" painter
43 Spring from
45 Clan pattern
4 7 Detergent
additive
49 Central theme ·
51 Breeds of
hunting dogs
·52 Active people
54 Boxing Day mo.
55 Four parts
59 Footwear
63 Sitcom award
64 Stead
65 _ cotta
66 Week elements
67 Stitched
68 Slammin'
Sammy
DOWN
1 Took a load off
2 Golfer's peg
3 Volleyball filler
4 Woos
5 Steals, as
livestock
6 Yale booster
7 Deflected
8 Take to the tub
s· Hasty drivers

4/2/08

@ 2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

All rights reserv~

1O Propagate
11 Luau garland
12 Knack ·
13 Purchase
19 Struggler's
sound
21 Writer Deighton
23 R-V connection
24 Wright and
Brewer
25 Fishermen
26" Frome"
28 Iceberg
alternative
29 Wardrobe
assistant
30 Mare's morsel
32 Monica of tennis
36 Glee club voices
39 Hides
40 Schubert's "
at the Spinning
Wheel"
41 Shoshone
42 Estate
43 Certifies under
oath
44 Hosp. sections

Last issue solved
46 Bear and
Roosevelt
48 Nourished
5b Sanks of Wrigley
53 Do a slow burn
55 Letters in math
proofs

56 Thurman of
"Pulp Fiction"
57 Tan or Smart
58 Start of a day?
60 Mined mineral
61 Notable period
62 Blue

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

llliil

F for 4/4 in Boardwalk May 1 - July 31.
$500/mo incl util, washer/dryer, pool
FULLY FURNISHED, Shuttle to UCF
Email: Laurenboardwalk@gmail.com
F needed for 2 rooms in 4/4 in
Northgate Lakes. Clean, furnished, util
incl. $565/mo. Call Heather 863-2026691 Available May 1st-July 31st
NO RENT UNTIL JUNE!
1/1 In 2/2 Peg P.ointe Avall ASAP
Rent paid through May. ground
floor, shuttle serv. all utl Incl. call for
more info 321-947-8679
Peg Pointe, 1/1 in 2/2 avail.
furnished, incls utl, cable, internet,
shuttle, much more. $525/month.
Keith 850-508"-1506 •
Pegasus Pointe. 1b/1 b in a 2b/2b, bath
in bedrm. utl included. Call Jessie at
352-27.9-2640.

4 suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

3 1
1 5
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SERVICES

Tennis Lessons!!
USPTA Certified Instructor,
Affordable rates, all ages and
abilities. Call Joe at 508-287-9404

RENT TO OWN!
CREDIT NO PROBLEM!
3/2/2 1,744 sq ft. Move in ready.
'fwin Rivers Subdivison". $239,900.
Recorded info 321-281-6543. Pies and
more at www.ButlerSellsHouses.com
I will make an offer on your home
today! Call Alan at 407-299-2146

2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades and amenities. Contact
954-444-3854 or 407-319-5538

Double Wide Mobile Home -

$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

Deerwood Park on SR50. 2Bd, 2Ba,
carport. $18500
. RENT TO OWN!
CREDIT NO PROBLEM!
6/4 2 story 4000 sq ft. Built in 2006
Waterford Trails. $419,500
321-693-1499

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is no_t enough

Have afantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront,sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrivesTuesday,June 3 and
leaves'Wednesday, August 13.
Call

407-29S-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com

for more. information

,,

Dillards
-, hl ' Style o f Your Life.

~

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly_ Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retailers.

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, Fl. 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

DCI Biologicals .

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

407-679-2700

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

www.workforstudents.com

www.dciplasma.com

Central Florida Locations
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